Noisy Students
Give Gridirons
Lusty Send-Off
Frost Trophy Songs and Yells at Meeting Wednesday Night
Pep Band Leads Rally
York Leaders Enthusiastic Over Spirit shown at Pep Meeting

University of Idaho students tried their legs for the first time last year. As a result, the new freshman will find the perfect platform to display their energy.

The meet will be held over the weekend. It is expected that the matches will take place on the university grounds. The purpose of tipping up the wood and running is to promote good health for the students and to make them feel better.

The annual pep rally for the university will be held in the afternoon. The rally will feature music, speeches, and other activities to promote school spirit.

University of Idaho Band
NH

Saturday, October 6, to be “Dad’s Day”

Students' Parents Be Guests
Day of Vandall-Bulfragus

Registration Is Necessary Before Any
Tickets Can Be Issued For Dads
Says Graduate Manager;
Price 15 Cents

The dads are invited back to school

Miners Are Hosts
To Noted Visitors

Deans A. W. Fahrenwald
and Miss Lillian

Tommorow Night

The associated miners will be entertained by the mining division of the national association of mining engineers at the school of mining engineering.

News

House

In

Solved

Transform Lindsey Hall
to Hold Suppers of New Men

The breaking problem at the university is the lack of students to provide food for the new men. The dean of students has announced that all students must participate in the food distribution.

Advance Yearbook Safe
Formal Surveys Formed

Advance teams of the Gram of the Mines will be called to fill the vacancies caused by the yearbook. The teams will be formed under the direction of the dean of students.

All students who wish to be members of the yearbook must report to the dean of students.

ENGLISH DEPT. HAS HIGH ENROLLMENT

Registration in the English department at the close of registration was very high. The total enrollment in the English department was 216.

The department offers a wide variety of courses, from elementary to advanced levels.

Missouri U. Presidency Offer
Just Rumor, Says M. G. Neale

"Interested Only in U. of 1." Was Education. Dean at Alma Mater

"I am not interested in any other university but the University of Idaho." Said President at conference with state education officials about the reports that he was interested in the presidency of the University of Missouri.

Missouri U. New Campus.

"It is only a rumor that the university is interested in the presidency. The president at Alma is the only candidate for the position."

The President of Missouri in regard to the matter.

President Deans was the
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A Statement of Policy

It is necessary at the beginning of the year that the new editor of The Argonaut state his policies in editing the student organ, now so much because of any articulate request of him, but more by reason of established precedent and custom of those editors who have gone before him. However, disregarding precedent, it is expedient that the editor make known his policy if for no other reason than to protect himself and the student body from unreasonable requests and exploitation by outside or selfish interests.

The Argonaut’s policy is one of administrative matters and the administration of the university itself will always be of a constitutive nature. There can never be any good coming from a “bucking” spirit toward administrative matters and matters resigned are more often the cause for a particular administrative action which, if understood by the student body, explain that an action is likely to be taken that is more likely to be taken in the future. It will be the policy of The Argonaut to explain and interpret such actions for the students whenever question arises.

Student government at Idaho has always striven toward a democratic standard. Each student, freshman or senior, has a right to express his feelings and wishes in regard to the manner in which that government, or any other student matter, is decided in which his primary interests are centered, administered by the students in charge. He has a right to be heard, and the pages of The Argonaut, the student paper, are free to him. A column, "Let’s and Get’s to the Editor," is maintained for student opinion. It is not open to every student or student group, but only to those students who have something to say, but it is there for any reasonable and intelligent discussion of conditions or campus affairs. Every letter must be signed with the full name of the writer. This is an obvious caution upon which the editor must insist.

In regard to student politics, The Argonaut will maintain a strictly "hands off," policy unless conditions are such that an expression on the part of the editorial board is necessary. The editorial and the news columns will have neither party nor another at any time and will be employed only for the recording of the news and developments on the political horizon without bias.

The promotion of student ability and enterprises is one of the major functions of the paper as the official organ of the student body. Notices of meetings of student organizations and groups are recorded in the "Bulletin Board" which is open to the use of any and all. Accords of student and their activities receive primary consideration in The Argonaut’s news columns. The interests of the students will be defended and championed in its editorial columns whenever the editor feels that a condition warrants an expression. Accuracy and completeness are the prime considerations and every effort will be expended to insert these throughout the year in every department.

Parties Will Show Strength On Tuesday

A first hand and close look at the relative strengths of the two political parties in the campus political arena will be Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. when members of the Democratic and Republican clubs will be visiting students in the various dormitories. The visiting members will be shown around their dormitory, to the student union, and will be made to feel like a "boy from home.

A PLEASURE THAT drives away fatigue and listlessness!

"I’m specializing in chemistry, which means a large amount of lab work," says Richard Whitney, "It’s interesting—but a rough job. After a long, hard day, a Camel seems very welcome...—and what is more important, it refreshes my energy and I feel I am in better shape. I have tried a lot of Camels and yet never have they ruffled my system.

Everyone is sure to enjoy—whether physical, mental, or emotional. So it's important to know that Camels do re-lease your stored energy.

The findings of a famous scientific lab have confirmed Camels' "som-ning effect." So enjoy today to enjoy Camels. Enjoy their wholesomeness and delight. Over 600,000 doctors and pharmacists recommend Camels. Camels are made from selected "Red" varieties of tobacco. A blend to keep your system in perfect condition.

Camel's Costlier Tobaccos

NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES!
Bob McCue and Vandal Backs Will Fill Air With Passes at Seattle Saturday, Says Leo

Football Managers Work and Work and Work and Work...

"Bud you managers! Bring up the next three and keep on working. We'll need you in the Coliseum, and immediately, and do a good job of it. Keep in mind up until every single game as possible and don't let up on the work."

The average fan, viewing football from the sidelines, afoot or seated, will find the tension of the game, the game itself, a spectator sport. No such feeling of tension is felt by the managers, who are forced to make difficult decisions at every turn. The managers, who have to make decisions on whether to replace a player, whether to change a formation, whether to put in a substitute. These decisions can mean the difference between winning and losing. The managers work tirelessly, always looking for ways to improve their team and their chances of winning.

Thirty Gridirons Primed For Opening Tilt With Huskies

Pomona games public relations director, who expects tomorrow night's contest

Coach Leo C. Sullivan needs no small amount of courage and strategy to keep his squad of 30 players intact throughout the Pomona-Pomona State tilt tonight. The Pomona State Bears, coached by the famous Frank W. McGarr, are a formidable opponent, and Coach Sullivan has to be at his best to keep his team winning.

Will Smith's Position Will Be Hard To Fill

It was a shock to many of the fans when Coach Leo C. Sullivan announced that Will Smith, the school's star athlete, would not be available for the upcoming game. Smith was a key player on the Pomona team and his absence will be felt. Coach Sullivan will have to find a replacement for Smith and this will be a tough task.

OLD MAN INJURY IMPARTIAL IN STRIKING EIGHT YEARLINGS

That old man injury is likely to be a real problem for the Pomona team. The old man injury affects the players' ability to move and perform. Coach Sullivan will have to be careful not to overwork his players and ensure that they are not at risk of sustaining an injury.

TICKET DANCES

General Admission 40c per Person

Red Dance Tickets

White Dance Tickets

Letting You In On A Scoop!

Overcoats $14.75

Bustaus and sweater models, designed with an eye to comfort and style. Everything about these coats says "dignified-coast." The classic lines of each model are admired, with the back of each coat offering a slight flounce, allowing a graceful movement. The top coat shell is selected for warmth and long-wear, designed to last for many seasons.
**SOCIETY**

The annual high school social work program included an elegant evening gown and a dinner at a fraternity by Mrs. J. W. Stiles in honor of the Idaho State University Class of 1934. The program included music, a dance, and a formal dinner. The evening was a great success and enjoyed by all.

**Three New Women Chosen For Sorority**

Frieda Bethman, Elizabeth Coats, and Rosalind Smith were chosen for the Alpha Xi Delta sorority. They were selected after a rigorous interview process and will now join the sorority's chapter.

**Baths In Rich, Pure Suds**

4 in Rich, Pure Suds

that's why our way gives you cleaner, sweeter white-work

AND all your white things bring their original money beauty! Are they tinged with grey even after you wash them? Let us do them once, by our special formula, and notice the difference. A bath-was rinse to leaves dirt; four baths in rich Suds; then four to five weeks in flared water. No wonder they come out like new! Try us this week!

**New Reduced Prices for 1934**

Shoes, Purse, Laundry, and Ironing—15c.
Let a trial bundle convince you.
Moscow Steam Laundry & Dry Cleaning Works
Phone 2147

**The Students’ Drug Store**

Your prescription receives the most
cautious attention by our pharmacutal experts.

**WALGREEN’S**

Go around the clock in these selected

SHOES

$2.95 to $6.50

It's a reason, a pair of genuine leather upper pump with built-up leather heel and plain kid trim. In brown or black.

For formal affairs, take your choice of spats, colone, and bow tie. It is our pleasure to assist you. We are located at the corner of Washington and Main.

**Lucky’s**

**They Taste Better**

The clean center leaves—these are the mildest leaves

The first store

Naturally, they taste better—because Lucky’s use “The Cream of the Crop”—only the clean center leaves—these are the mildest leaves—they cost more—they taste better.